
Information Provided to Candidates as required during the writ period 

Type of Poll  Name of Form When is it available 
Absentee Poll E-133A List of Absentee 

Voters 
Day -7 of current Election Calendar (it is available the day 
before Advance Polls) 

Homebound Poll E-164HB List of 
Homebound Voters 

Day -7 after the homebound DRO/PC team has made 
contact with all homebound voting applicants to 
schedule appointments 

Advance Poll  E-317 Advance Poll Book 
(Yellow NCR Copies) 

Day -1 after all days of advance voting are complete. An 
NCR copy of the Advance Poll book is removed from the 
E-317 Poll book and copied for the candidates. The 
returning officer (RO) must first complete other work 
including voter strike off and copying voters lists for 
election day voting. 

Advance Poll E-316 Statement of the 
DRO Respecting Voters 
who made a Registration 
or Declaration at the poll 

Given to Candidates after Ballots are counted on Election 
Night.  
Placed in the E-319 Envelope 

Advance Poll E-312 Poll Statement and 
Ballot Account1 

Given to Candidates after Ballots are counted on Election 
Night.  
Placed in the E-319 Envelope 

Regular Poll  E-316 Statement of the 
DRO Respecting Voters 
who made a Registration 
or Declaration at the poll 

Given to Candidates after Ballots are counted on Election 
Night.  
Placed in the E-319 Envelope 

Regular Poll  E-312 Poll Statement and 
Ballot Account 

Given to Candidates after Ballots are counted on Election 
Night.  
Placed in the E-319 Envelope.  
If an E-319 Envelope is not picked up by a candidate 
representative at the counting of ballots, it can be picked 
up at the returning office by contacting the RO. Any E-
319 envelope that is not picked up before the return to 
the writ will be securely destroyed. 

Regular Poll E-333 “BINGO” Sheets Completed by the Poll Clerk every 2 hours. The poll clerk 
will circle the voter number as listed on the voters list for 
the poll. After 2 hours a new sheet is started for the next 
2-hour time frame and the previous sheet is available for 
pick up. This form is an NCR form and one copy of the 
form will serve 5 different candidates. 
The last time interval captured is from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 
p.m. There is no current process to capture voter 
numbers from 7:00 p.m.  to 8:00 p.m., however they can 
be captured in-person by candidate representatives.   

 

                                                            
1 The information about the E-312 Poll Statement and Ballot Account is for Advance and Regular Polls only. Poll 
Statement and Ballot Accounts for Absentee and Homebound Polls are provided but are not included in this list.  


